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Abstract: Throughout the present research, the gears fatigue of the hydraulic pump in JD 955 harvester combine
was investigated through the finite element method and using contact analysis for precise determination of the
contact region of the engaged teeth so that their lifespan was estimated. The reason for performing this research was
to study the intended gears behaviour affected by fatigue phenomenon due to the cyclic loadings and to consider the
results for more savings in time and costs, as two very significant parameters relevant to manufacturing. The results
indicate that with fully reverse loading, one can estimate longevity of a gear as well as find the critical points that
more possibly the crack growth initiate from. For the investigated gears, the most critical points were detected as
nodes numbered 36573 and 37247. Furthermore, the allowable number of load cycles and using fully reverse
loading was gained 0.9800E+07. It is suggested that the results obtained can be useful to bring about modifications
in the process of the above-mentioned gears manufacturing. [Journal of American Science 2010;6(7):62-67]. (ISSN:
1545-1003).
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Contrary to teeth flexibility which plays an essential
and significant role in contact load distributed
through engaged teeth, contact flexibility has less
effect (Hedlund and Lehtovaara, 2006). Finite
element method (FEM) is a modern way for fatigue
analysis and estimation of the component longevity
and is decent for various toothed structures (Chen
and Chung-Biau, 2002), which has the following
advantages compared to the other methods.
1. Through this method, we can access the
stress/strain distribution throughout the whole
component which enables us to find the critical
points authentically.
2. This achievement seems so useful particularly
when the component doesn't have a geometrical
shape or the loading conditions are sophisticated.
3. The influential component factors are able to
change such as material, cross section conditions etc.
Component optimization against the fatigue is
performed easily and quickly.
4. Analysis is performed in a virtual
environment without any necessity for prototype
construction (Lo and Bevan, 2002). Totally these
qualities, lead to savings in time and cost.
955 Combine manufactured by ICM Company
is the most common combine in Iran so that more
than 90% of combines which have been ranged in
light class of combine classification are of this kind.
This combine has two hydraulic circuits which are

1. Introduction
Gears have a wide variety of applications as a
power
transmission
factor
in
engineering
consumption. Spur gears are utilized as the simplest
ones for power transmission in parallel shafts. Helical
gears in gearboxes and engines tolerate heavy loads
and are too sensitive to axial non-adjustments so that
edge contact of teeth or inconsistent transmission of
power would arise noise (Tsay, 1988). However it is
possible to modify the gear teeth and create some
optimum point in order to stay clear of edge contact
(Chen, and Chung-Biau, 2002). Litvin (1997)
suggested a concept for altering teeth of helical and
worm gears. Applying a large number of force cycles
on gears makes them experience iterative and
fluctuating stresses, which lead in fatigue
phenomenon in gears. Abrupt ruptures ascribed to
such an incident are very dangerous and damaging.
Therefore, fatigue culprits should be inspected
carefully.
American gear manufacture association
classifies gear fatigues into five categories of wear,
surface fatigue, plastic flow, teeth breakage and
rupture.
Gears in which rupture occurs, contact and
flexure stresses are paid more attention in analysis.
(Arikan and Tamar, 1992; Roa and Muthuveerappan,
1993). Contact stresses which arise from contact
forces and geometry are very important and vital so
that these stresses are determinative of gears life.
http://www.americanscience.org
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principal circuit (dividing valve circuit) and steering
circuit. The principal circuit operates three actuators
connecting with height control of both cutting
platform and reel, also moves variable sheave in
order to vary ground speed, and steering circuit steers
the machine. The only common point of two circuits
is their pump which actually is the most important
component of the system. Moreover, the majority of
the problems and damages in the hydraulic system of
the intended combine are arisen from it, so it requires
special attention. The effect of fatigue ascribed to
force cycles has not inspected on the abovementioned hydraulic pump yet. Therefore, ICM
Company due to improving the intended combine in
line with meeting customers’ needs and attracting
their satisfaction defined it as a research project with
the cooperation of University of Tehran. In this paper
behaviour of the hydraulic pump gears of 955
harvester combine, from the fatigue point of view, is
investigated through the ANSYS software.
Tao et al (2009) using strain–life based fatigue
analysis methods investigated the effect of overload
and different loading sequences in random spectra on
fatigue damage. Mao (2007) employed an accurate
non-linear finite element method on the gear fatigue
wear reduction through micro-geometry modification
method. Chaari et al. (2009) presented an original
analytical modelling of tooth cracks and carried out a
comparison with finite element model in order to
validate the analytical formulation. Kramberger et al.
(2004) examined the bending fatigue life of thin-rim
spur gears of truck gearboxes. Asi (2006) undertook
failure analysis of a helical gear used in gearbox of a
bus, which was made from AISI 8620 steel. Park et
al. (2010) evaluated the effects of defect blowholes of
the gear carrier of tracked vehicle transmission in
terms of stress distribution by finite element analysis
and observed fatigue striations which are the typical
features of fatigue failures by a scanning electron
microscope. Kramberger et al. (2004) presented A
computational model for the determination of service
life of gears with regard to bending fatigue in a gear
tooth root.

will takes place. For the ruptures resulted from the
fatigue, there must be some plastic cyclic strains. So,
It was needed to seek for the component behavior
during the cyclic deformations. Monsoon-koffin
suggested the Equ.1 to present the relationship
between fatigue life and the total strain. (Shigley and
Mischke, 2001).
Δε σ F
(2N)b + εF (2N)c
(1
=
2
E
Where Δε is the total stress, N is the fatigue
longevity, E is the Young's modulus, b and c are the
exponents of fatigue strength and fatigue elasticity,
and finally σF and εF are the coefficient of fatigue
strength and elasticity respectively.
In fatigue analysis of gears, it is initially
required to determine the precise contact location of
two engaged teeth through contact analysis. Then
assume the loading condition thoroughly reversible,
the alternate loading will be iterated so much time so
that the consumption life of gears would be acquired
(Jahed, 2004). In order to establish, the maximum
amount of applied force on the gears first the pump
power was determined using the following equation.
ΔP × Q PC ΔPSC × QSC
) × 1/η (2 PC
P=(
+
60
60
Where:
P = pump power (Mw)
ΔP = produced pressure by pump (MPa), subscripts
PC and SC indicates principal and steering circuits of
the combine respectively.
Q = flow rate (L min-1)
η = total efficiency of the pump which is 75% in
respect to the investigated pump.
Calculating the pump power, the produced
torque would be acquired 43.6 N.m. Furthermore,
considering the effect point of the applied force, its
amount was gained through the Eq. 3.
F=r×T
(3

2. Materials and Methods
Fatigue phenomenon is a complicated subject
which seems to be not known a lot. The best theory
for the explanation of fatigue phenomenon proposal
is the strain-life theory which is used for the fatigue
strength estimation. But for the application of this
theory there must be some assumptions made for the
ideal state, so it results in some uncertainties. Rupture
due to the fatigue is usually occurred in
discontinuities or where we have the stress
concentration. When in these places the existing
stress, exceeds the allowed amount, the plastic strain
http://www.americanscience.org
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Figure 1. The thorough model of the hydraulic pump
gears in 955 combine
After getting the normal and tangential force on
the contact region through the resultant force, as
Figure1 demonstrates
the gears geometry was
modelled thoroughly in order to have a real shape of
the teeth engagement.
The necessary parameters for determining the
gears material and their dimensional specifications
are presented in Table 1 and 2 respectively.

mechanical component clearly so that enables us to
gain more authentic results based on the high
techniques of fatigue life calculation. In addition to
contact surfaces were meshed using elements
TARGET 170 and CONTA 174 on the elements of
SOLID 95 for the contact analysis (Figure 2).
1
2

3

Table 1. Properties of material used in hydraulic
pump gears*
Specification

2

Amount
1

3

Density

7850 Kg/m

Hardness

59 HRC

Tensile Strength

1460 MPa

Yield Strength

1195 MPa

Modulus of Elasticity

205 GPa

Shear Modulus

80 GPa

Poisson’s Ratio

0.292

Friction Coefficient

0.08

Figure 2. Elements utilised for meshing the intended
gears
1. SOLID 45; 2. SOLID 95; 3. CONTA 174; 4.
TARGET 170 (The opposite surface of 3)
In order to analyze the model, contact analysis
was performed initially, in a way that the engaged
surface of the drive and the driver gears were
investigated as the contact and the target surfaces
respectively. The objective of the first load step was
to observe the interference contact stresses of the
driven and drive gears and as represented in Figure 3
resulted in determining the contact region precisely.
Then the boundary conditions were defined, exerting
the pressure forces.

Table 2. Dimensional specifications of hydraulic
pump gears*
Feature

Measurement(mm)

Base Diameter

34.03

Pitch Diameter

38.12

Hole Diameter

19.77

Pressure angle

18

Tooth number

13

Tooth width

19

*

*Material properties and dimensions presented in
Table 1 & 2 are of the most typical and common
pump used in the hydraulic system of the intended
combine.
In order to reduce the elements in the insensitive
places of the model whose meshing conducted with
the mapped method. Therefore, simply elements
around immediate area of the engagement place
considered small adequately. Structural threedimensional elements of SOLID 45 were utilized in
the large majority of the model and for accessing
much more precision surrounding the engagement
area, 20-node elements of SOLID 95 were employed
for the two engaged teeth.
The reason for choosing this element was to
illustrate the geometrical parts of a complicated
http://www.americanscience.org

Figure 3. Determination of exact contact region
through the contact analysis
Afterwards, some compressive forces, exactly
with the same magnitude but in the reverse direction
substituted the pressure forces and solution was done
again. In every phase of loading by entering to the
POST1 processor, the Von Misses stresses were
activated and the critical points were determined.
These nodes as shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 are
characterized with the numbers 40356 and 39145
(nodes on the engaged tooth of drive gear) and 36573
and 37247 (nodes on the engaged tooth of driven
gear) through the compressive loading while nodes
64
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numbered as 36928 and 39153 (nodes on the engaged
tooth of drive gear) and 36573 and 37247 (nodes on
the engaged tooth of driven gear) were the results of
tension loading. After determination of these critical
points, they were elected as the points for fatigue
investigation. Filling the fatigue parameter blanks,
the S-N data collected from the fatigue test of the
certain alloy were imported into the software. The
stress concentration factor was taken 1.25 which was a

representative of a difference between the real model
and the operating condition with the sample under the
test in fatigue test[4]. Eventually a 106 force cycles were
exerted to the model and partial consumption rate which
indicated the number of exerted cycles to allowed ones
for each node was gained.

*
*

Figure 4. The stresses on the contact region of the engaged teeth due to the pressure loading

*
*

Figure 5. The stresses on the contact region of the engaged teeth due to the tensional loading
were acquired 2294.617 and 745.566 N respectively.
With applying loads the maximum stress created in
3. Result and Discussion
In the fatigue analysis of the pump gears
through loading ascribed to contact analysis,
determined while engagement of two teeth about 40
pressure loading whose results are shown in Figure 4,
nodes in the contact region for which an event
was 19.3 GPa while in tension, the amount of stress
including two loadings were taken into account. For
(Figure 5), was gained 20.1 GPa. With this method
this purpose, applied torque on the shaft of drive gear
the critical points of the model were identified as
calculated 43.6 N.m and consequently the applied
nodes numbered 40356, 39145, 36573 and 37247 in
force on the contact zone gained 2412.703 N.
pressure loading and 36928, 39153, 36573 and 37247
Therefore, considering the fact that pressure angle in
in tension one. As the results demonstrate nodes
the contact region is 18˚, normal and tangential forces
36573 and 37247 were critical through both loadings.
Then considering 106 as the number of exerted cycles
http://www.americanscience.org
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on the model and applying fatigue sets, fatigue rate

were acquired for each node (Figure 6).

PERFORM FATIGUE CALCULATION AT LOCATION: 1-6
*** POST1 FATIGUE CALCULATION ***
NODE: 39153, 36928, 40356,36573,37247, 39145
EVENT/LOADS: 1/1 AND 1/2
CYCLES USED/ALLOWED = 0.1000E+07/ 0.9800E+07 = PARTIAL USAGE = 0.10204
CUMULATIVE FATIGUE USAGE = 0.10204
Figure 6. Fatigue calculation results on the critical nodes
As shown Partial consumption rate, which
indicates the number of exerted cycles to allowed
ones was gained 0.102 for all the nodes. Furthermore
based on the partial consumption rate definition, the
number of allowed cycles of force achieved
0.9800E+07. Since the analysis carried out on only
two teeth of gears, extending the results to the whole
model, there would be 78 critical nodes (considering
13 teeth for each gear) which are subject to earlier
fatigue in proportion to other ones.
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4. Conclusion
By the finite element analysis method and the
assistance of ANSYS software, It would be feasible
to analyze the different machine parts from varied
aspects such as fatigue and consequently save the
time and the cost. The way through which loadings
defines are effective on the results achieved.
Therefore, they should fit as much as possible the
real conditions. Moreover, since the fatigue analysis
requires some static analysis, thus definition of the
boundary conditions should be according to real
circumstances. Stress concentration factors indicated
the difference between the real and the working
condition. regarding the hydraulic pump gears of 955
combine, the most critical nodes were identified
36573 and 37247 ones and the number of allowed
cycles of applying force with the totally reverse
loading was gained 0.9800E+07 cycles which
increases through decline of stress concentration
factor.
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